
	  
	   	  



             
             
  
 

Expand your world and condense your wardrobe. In today’s society, the average 

American owns 30 different outfits- one for each day of the month. Emma Johnson (2015) from 

Forbes Magazine comments on whether these shopping habits are spent on needs or wants. She 

confirms that the majority of apparel purchases become waste that ultimately end up in landfills. 

The Daily Mail reported that women in the U.K. “Buy half of their body weight in clothes each 

year” (Sims, 2011). Johnson summarizes the cycle as, “We spend money on spending, then we 

spend money to warehouse the stuff, then we pay to discard it.” Johnson’s article, written two 

years ago, still holds true, but consumers worldwide have begun to shift their reason for 

spending.  

The desire to create a meaningful experience is more prominent in today’s customer 

mindset than ever before. Doug Stephens (2017), founder of Retail Prophet, argues, “Most 

customer experience design is just fresh icing on the same stale cake.” Stephens investigates 

Apple’s interactive stores to see how they reinvented the in-store shopping experience. Stephens 

quotes Steve Jobs, co-founder of Apple, saying, “Design is a funny word. Some people think that 

design means how it looks. But of course, if you dig deeper, it’s really how it works.” The 

emphasis on functionality of design plays a critical role in promoting the in-store shopping 

experience in the retail industry. Stephens gives a quick rundown on the five elements needed in 

a retail company to create a remarkable experience: Engaging, Unique, Personalized, Surprising, 

and Repeatable. This shift in mindset –spending money on experiences and reconnecting the 

company’s unique brand story with the physical merchandise –is exactly what retailer Eddie 

Bauer can incorporate into their brand identity to boost in-store consumer activity. 



 

 

Eddie Bauer stands behind the words,  

“Innovation, quality, and an appreciation of the  

outdoors.” Well known for their classic outer- 

wear (Figure 1), denim, and khakis, the company  

maintains a tradition of excellence among their  

target market and brand niche.  

Unfortunately, Eddie Bauer is facing the same 

dilemma of many other brick and mortar stores in the industry—the battle to keep foot traffic 

high and compete with on-line only retailers (Figure 2). While Eddie Bauer’s competitors 

struggle with similar issues, enhanced customer experience is quickly becoming a top priority for 

all. Leading fashion retailers with excellent in-store experience use curated collections to 

showcase the physical design of the 

merchandise. These collections narrow 

down the options for customers while also 

making sure to be more than just “fresh 

icing on a stale cake.” The five elements 

of a “remarkable experience” explained 

by Stephens, are embedded throughout 

the entire collection, drawing the 

customer into the store. So, let’s look at a 

few of these “remarkable experiences.”  

Figure 1. Label (Eddie Bauer, 2000) 

Figure 2. Eddie Bauer SWOT Analysis  



 

 

Patagonia and REI both serve as major competitors against 

Eddie Bauer. Patagonia has done so well for itself because of its 

engaging marketing including sustainable practices, company 

resonation with customers, and use of curated collections 

(Thangavelu, 2015). One collection, “Re\\\collection,” a super 

recycled line of jackets, vests, and pants really caught their target market’s eye and foot traffic 

(Figure 3). “We got as near as we could humanly get to 100 percent recycled,” said Miles 

Johnson, Patagonia’s creative director of product design (Rhodes, 2017). This collection 

reiterates the idea of “fresh cake”, reconstructs the core functional design of the garments, and 

creates an experience for the customer to take part in.  

Similar methods of creating an experience for the shopper are evident in REI’s design 

process and marketing strategies. In 2015, REI launched EVRGRN an eleven-piece curated 

collection of gear designed for experiencing the outdoors in comfort and style. The gear was 

focused on functional design process while also being versatile. REI honed in on creating a 

community around the collection by genuinely taking into account what the customer wanted 

and needed. EVRGRN is described as “putting the consumer at the heart of the experience,” 

according to REI’s Co-Op Journal, “Stories of a Life Outdoors.” Sarah Nagle, Design Insights 

manager at REI states, “To understand this new consumer we traveled the country to learn from 

them. We camped with them, we cooked with them… all to understand what’s most meaningful 

to them…” (Pasteris, 2015). The collection boosted customer loyalty while building a specific 

brand identity oriented around the eleven pieces.   

Figure 3. Re\\\collection 
(Rhodes, 2017) 



 

 

As Eddie Bauer works to combat the slow in foot traffic and online competition, 

emphasis on product design and meaning shifts to a higher priority than ever before. THE 

TRAVELER is an eight-piece curated collection breaking down the components of each design 

to see how the functionality and fit are balanced out. The idea behind this collection is that a 

customer can purchase the seven pieces and one travel bag in a bundle price to, essentially, be all 

packed for a week-long trip. The collection is comprised of a transformable jacket, two shirts, 

one tank top, one dress, and two pairs of pants that can be mixed and matched to create over ten 

different ensembles. THE TRAVELER affirms the principle of clothing needed in quality, not in 

quantity, and with this preassembled collection, the choice to buy well-made slow fashion is at 

the customer’s fingertips. 

The collection is specifically geared towards Eddie Bauer’s largest segment of shoppers, 

those who travel often. I sat down with Darcy Mulvihill, Store Manager of Eddie Bauer in Des 

Moines, IA, to really get a feel for what the current in-store shopper is looking for.  Mulvihill 

mentioned that over 60% of the customers who come into the store are shopping for traveling 

attire and are wanting to make a fast purchase (Myself, Personal Communication, 2017). THE 

TRAVELER is for those who believe clothing can be thought out and produced just as 

meticulously as an iPhone, who want to invest in slow fashion, who need clothing that can be 

condensed in preparation for an expansion of experience, and for those who have to hit the road 

for Seattle tomorrow. Customers are able to stop in to an Eddie Bauer location and quickly 

access the eight pieces through a simplistic store layout and design. Mulvihill said that Eddie 

Bauer has several travel bags for sale, but none that have a linked predesigned clothing 



collection. The bundled collection gives the customer a set designed to work together seamlessly, 

while also considering the amount of time each customer is willing to invest in the purchase.  

 

 

 

THE TRAVELER will draw customers to the physical store because of the opportunity to 

experience the product and see how it functions in person. A specified portion of the floor space 

will be dedicated to marketing the collection to customers. This display will essentially set the 

scene for a customer who already has their trip in mind and now just needs to pack. The eight 

pieces will be clearly identified in the easily accessible store design with diagrams identifying 

each functional component. An in-store display will be set up showcasing the seven garments 

fitting effortlessly into the travel bag with room to spare for extra traveling necessities (Appendix 

A).  

THE TRAVELER will be available on-line one month after its initial launch in select 

retail stores of Eddie Bauer. This marking tactic encourages customers to come into the store to 

see what the excitement is about, physically experience the collection, escape the overwhelming 

amount of choices there are on-line, engage senses, and most of all instill meaning. This 

promotes in-store traffic but is also realistic about customers who may want to purchase the 

collection a little after learning about it in person. Social media campaigns will build up the 

excitement of the collection prior to its debut (Appendix A). The customer will be able to 

interact with the displayed collection so that they are able to physically touch and experience the 

eight piece set and learn how it cohesively functions.  



Not only is this collection produced for people to create experiences while wearing, but it 

is an experience in itself to purchase. Lifestyle products related to travel will surround the 

collection set up, featuring paperback classic novels, recycled quark water bottles, waterproof 

headphones, and other travel toiletries (Appendix B). This allows customers to get the full 

experience while also personalizing their purchase. The five elements noted earlier from 

Stephens are embedded throughout the inspiration, design, production, and visual display of the 

collection. This encapsulates the idea that it is an experience in itself to purchase the collection, 

driving foot traffic back into brick and mortar stores. 

 

 

 

The countdown is on to the curated collection that will aid in bringing life back to brick 

and mortar stores. The complete design process is listed below with full in depth analysis of the 

specifically engineered compartments on each garment to enhance its functionality and 

performance. It’s time to rethink how clothing is constructed and dig deeper to the root of what 

design really means. Upon success of THE TRAVELER in stores, the collection will be 

launched on-line and additional in-store technological advancements will be implemented to the 

visual display of THE TRAVELER. Each garment will be hung on Smart Hangers, Q scanner 

codes will be embedded throughout, and on-line social media marketing will expand (Appendix 

C). For now, we’re focusing on slow fashion quality, off grid living, and disconnecting in a 

world of technology. Take time, and thought, and effort to invest in what every human uses 

every single day. And let’s make doing so a meaningful experience. Let’s expand our world, 

while condensing our wardrobe.  



 

THE TRAVELER is 

inspired by those who wander to 

learn, who travel to feel, and 

who live to experience. Creating 

an aesthetic appeal that is just as 

visually pleasing as it is 

functional is at the base of 

inspiration. Natural tones mixed 

with the contrasting structure of 

bare materials found within the 

world are represented 

throughout the collection 

(Figure 4).  
 

 

            

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Inspiration Board 



 

 

THE TRAVELER is built upon the 

concept of engineered design and functionality 

in addition to aesthetic appeal. The initial 

thought was to create garments that functioned 

just as well as they fit. Smart fabrics are 

integrated throughout the collection as well as 

specific notions (hidden zippers, pockets, 

piping) to optimize technology use. The 

collection is designed with long lasting wear 

ability in mind. Slow transitions of trends are 

incorporated so that season to season, a 

customer can wear this collection and integrate 

it into the rest of their wardrobe (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Design Process 
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